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AUSTRALIA

MARIST ASSOCIATION OF ST MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
Listen to the Spirit, and “shine among
them like stars in the sky”
(Filipenses 2:15)

B

rother Peter Carroll, the Leader
of the Marist Association of
St Marcellin Champagnat and
Provincial of the Australian Marist Province opened the proceedings of the
III Marist Association of St Marcellin
Champagnat National Assembly at
Mary MacKillop Place on the weekend
of the 26-28 with 200 delegates in
person and online.

general administration
■ On Monday, the General Council began its plenary
sessions, which will end on Friday the 23rd, after which the
General Council community will have a few days of retreat at
the Monastery of Camaldoli.
These are some of the topics that the Council is dealing
with during this week: reflection on the intuitions for the
future expressed at the General Conference; sharing on the
meetings and visits that took place in some Provinces and
Districts during the past two months; discussion on personnel; dialogue on international mission projects: Lavalla200>,
Fratelli Project and Marist District of Asia; updating on legal
structures; reflection on the Laudato Si’ project of the General
Administration.
■ On Tuesday, Brothers Óscar Martín, General Councilor,
and Valdícer Fachi, Director of CMI, attended a meeting with
the Superior General of the De La Salle Brothers, Br. Armin
Luistro, on the topic of the Fratelli Project Council.
■ On Wednesday, Br. Ángel Diego and Francis, directors of

the Secretariat of Solidarity, participated in the online meeting
of the Executive Committee of the Marist International Solidarity Network, especially in view of the planning of the face-to-face meeting that will take place in Mexico from November
14-18.
■ On the same day, Br. Ángel Diego participated in the
meeting of the CCIG executive team.
■ Also on Wednesday, the General Councilors, Brothers Ben,
Josep Maria and Sylvain participated in the virtual meeting
with the leaders of the Asia and Oceania regions.
■ On the same day, the team of the Secretariat of Education
and Evangelization met with the Vicar General, Br. Luis Carlos,
to prepare for the meeting of the Marist Global Network of
Schools, that will take place in Mexico, in November.
■ Next Sunday, feast of the Holy Name of Mary, the
General Council will participate in a celebration at the
Marist Sisters’ house together with the four branches of
the Marist Family.
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“We need to continue to create,
maintain, deepen and enrich the sense
of community, which is so important to
Church, to Marists and this Association”, said Br. Peter and encouraged
those assembled to be “imaginative
and to dream together.”
The weekend gathering marked the
end point of the 2022 National Assembly, following two online forums in
June and July. A desire to be inclusive
and the uncertainty of COVID restrictions gave rise to the hybrid approach
and a process resembling the Plenary
Council, aiming for broad participation
across Australia.
Welcoming participants via video, President of the Australian Catholic Bishop’s Conference, Archbishop Timothy
Costelloe SDB affirmed the contribution of the Marist Association, saying: “As the Association, you are a vital part
of the spiritual family that underpins this great work. You
also bring a wonderful Marist presence to the Church and
to the world through your spirituality and sense of community. The Marists Brothers and lay community have made
and continue to make, a huge contribution to the broader
Australian Church. This is done through the schools and
many other ministries.”
Archbishop Costelloe continued saying:
“This is a precious opportunity to be present to the promptings of the Spirit in and through each other, as well as
through prayer and hearing the Word of God. It is a time to
listen, discern and celebrate – whether you are participating in person or online. As such, it is a great demonstration of the synodal process to which Pope Francis is calling
us as Church.”
Participants were challenged by Brother David Hall
to consider the full context of the scripture chosen
for the National Assembly from Philippians 2:15 and
spoke of the current fragility of the world and the
discipline of hope which is a “practice of ‘holding’
vulnerable desires, in communion with others”.
Areas of emerging life and energy
Across the three months of gatherings, participants
identified, discussed and distilled many topics which
included the promotion of an inclusive Association,
listening to the voice of young people, caring for and
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forming those on the margins, responding to the Plenary Council outcomes and discerning how the Association can contribute
to their realisation. Other topics also included exploring pathways of formation, engaging families in their spiritual journey
and engendering a vision for an ecology of the heart.
By the close of the gathering, participants had identified the
following areas of emerging life and energy:
Inclusion and belonging;
• Being game changers in the Church;
• Forming for life and sustainability and stewardship.
• Participants left energised by the gathering. Hope and a
sense of collective purpose including greater responsibility
for Marist life and mission were evident as was a passionate desire to strengthen the Church and its place in
society in the future.
The Marist Association will further develop these priorities and
create pathways for implementation across all Marist ministries
and local groups.
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news in brief

Norandina
At the end of August, some Brothers,
coordinators and members of lay
groups and fraternities in Colombia
met virtually to continue their formation on the encyclical Laudato Si’ and
thus reproduce it in their communities
of reference.

DISTRICT OF PACIFIC

RETREAT HELP TO EMPOWER
MARIST YOUTH

Star of the Sea
Brother Peter Carroll, the first Provincial of the Province to be created
on December 8, is visiting communities and meeting with Brothers in
New Zealand until September 20.
The new Province will comprise
the current Province of Australia
and the District of the Pacific. The
new Province is made up of 11
countries: Australia, Cambodia,
New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands, East Timor,
Vanuatu, Fiji, Kiribati, New Zealand
and Samoa.

United States
During this academic year, the Province is committed to adopting achievable goals which will allow the Marist
Ministries to be active participants in
the Laudato Si’ Action Platform. An
Ecology consultant was hired to assist
Marists in moving forward in this
area. April 22, 2023 will be a special
Earth Day Retreat and Celebration in
Esopus.

Champagnat Global
The Bulletin of the Marist Global
Network of Schools for the months
of August and September is now
available. You can read it in that
link

T

he Brothers and Champagnat
Marist Youth in Kiribati have carried out a full 4 days of integrated
Retreat held in one of the villages on
the main island. This program was the
second phase of a Youth to Youth peer
outreach in which it allows youth themselves to discover what it means to be a
leader and to work together as a group.
Empowering Youth, Climate Change and
Harnessing Spirituality were the main
themes in this program. There was a
roll of 289 Youth registered, and the
day’s events began with Mass, followed
by a Sacred Space moment and then
the other parts of the program. The
program was facilitated by 8 members
of Young Marists, one licenced Child
Protection Officer and Brother Tabunga.
The program is supported mostly by
the Marist Brothers’ community in
Kiribati and other stakeholders such as
Australian Marist Solidarity, AusEmbassy and the Ministry of Health and
Environment.
Here down we share a reflection from
Br. Tabunga.

“The 4 days’ program has given a lot of
satisfaction. First, to the young people
who have been waiting for this kind
of program, helping them to be able
to discover their own selves and have
some directions for their life choices in
the future.
Secondly, there is a mutual relationship
of us Brothers with our youth outside
the classroom. I am thinking about the
Year of Vocations in our various regions
because this will certainly contribute
to it. This is about planting seeds,
wherever they may grow, generating
new life and creating better air for us.
Additionally, the major objectives of all
these involvements allows us to spread
our identity as Marist and gives the
opportunity for young people to become
Marist.
Lastly, thanks to the community and
District for their helpful support of this
program. I thank our own Marist Youth
members for their service and commitment.
I continue to acknowledge the funding
assistance and support of the Australian
Marist Solidarity (AMS) team.”
7 I SEPTEMBER I 2022
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HERMITAGE

INTERVIEW WITH MR. NIKOLAOS NOULAS,
PRESIDENT OF THE MISSION COUNCIL IN GREECE

M

r. Nikolaos Noulas is the
head of the animation and
management bodies of the
Marist mission in Greece. In this
capacity, he also participates in the
Mission Council of the Province of
the Hermitage, where he shares
responsibilities with the leaders
from France, Catalonia and Hungary. He has been President of the
Marist Mission Council in Greece
(Σ.Μ.Α.ΕΛ.) since 2021.
Born in Athens, Nikolaos is married
and has two children. He was a student at the Marist school Leonteios Athens, where he has been working since 1997. He is a teacher of Greek literature, history and philosophy. From 2014 to 2017,

You are the president of
Σ.Μ.Α.ΕΛ. What is the
scope of this body ?
Σ.Μ.Α.ΕΛ. aims to
ensure the Christian
identity of the Marist
works in Greece, which is
expressed and fostered
through Marist values and
principles. It ensures the
cultivation of the Marist
charism among all involved
in our mission within the Marist works
in Greece. It works closely with Marist
leaders in Greece, especially their sense
of mission. It establishes and ensures
the principles that allow Σ.Μ.Α.ΕΛ. to
observe and analyse what is happening
so as to be fully aware of situations
needing urgent attention.
The Marist Institute is embedded in
the Catholic Church which is very
much in the minority in Greece. Does
this present any disadvantages for
you? How are your relations with the
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he was deputy headmaster of the school, and then headmaster.
We reproduce below the interview published in issue 157 of
the provincial bulletin “L’Hermitage.info”.

Orthodox Church? Is it
easy for you to organise
pastoral activities ?
Catholics in Greece are
a small minority. Despite
this, the Marist schools in
Greece are well respected
by Greek society and also
by the Orthodox Church.
For example, the last two
Greek Orthodox archbishops are linked with
the Marists: one as a former student
and the other as a teacher. So, there
is great confidence in Marist education
and the parents of our students value
and welcome our ideas and initiatives
concerning pastoral care.
Leonin High School has two schools.
Could you tell us something about
each one? Let’s start with Athens-Patissia. What are the characteristics of this school?
There are two Marist schools in Greece.
One is located in Athens, in the Patissia

district. Tracing its establishment back
to 1924, it is an historic school for the
capital, but also for the whole of Greece.
Now it is the largest school in the city
of Athens. Patissia is a middle class
neighbourhood.
Nea Smyrni is the other school,
located in another part of the city.
Can you give us an overview of the
features of this school?
The establishment in Nea Smyrni is more
recent. It was opened in 1963 in a suburb where families with higher incomes
reside.
What is the relationship between the
two schools? Does each go its own
way or do they act in a fully integrated way, be it at the level of teachers,
families and even pupils?
Relations between the two schools have
always been very good, but during the
last ten years they have also travelled
down a common path. Of course, each
school can take its own initiatives, but
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marist world
GHANA: PROVINCIAL HOUSE COMMUNITY IN
ACCRA

SPAIN: MARIST LIFE COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE
OF MEDITERRÁNEA

ARGENTINA: TRAINING FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD
AND PRIMARY SCHOOL MANAGERS

NICARAGUA: ESTELÍ

for all important matters there is close
cooperation on the essentials.

and to integrate better easily into Greek
society.

Within their residence, the brothers
run a Greek language learning centre, “Agia Kyriaki”. What does this
social work do? Who are its main
beneficiaries?
The “Agia Kyriaki” centre is dedicated to
learning the Greek language. Its target
group is economic immigrants. For the
last two years, the centre has stopped
functioning because of the pandemic but
we hope that it can now restart.

How have Marist works (school and
social) coped with the difficulties
caused by the pandemic?
We have adjusted to this difficult situation. We respected Greek law and offered
our educational services in a virtual way.
We faced up to this situation with realism, availability and hard work. We have
greatly improved the technological services of our schools and, through digital
lessons, we have motivated our students
with a spirit of hope and optimism.

The other social outreach is Acharnés. What is its purpose and who
does it serve? Do the teachers from
either school get involved?
The aim of the Acharnes social centre, “A
Heart that knows no bounds”, is to help
children from quite poor and often immigrant families. We help them to study
their school lessons, but also to socialise

Can you describe the most outstanding elements of the Marist presence
in Greece, starting from when three
brothers from Constantinople settled
in Lesbos in 1901 and, years later,
settled in Athens, up to the present
day?
The Marist presence in Greece is connec-

INDIA: INSTALLATION MARIST SECTOR LEADER –
BR. RAJ

PARAGUAY: CHAMPAGNAT MARIST SCHOOL IN
CORONEL OVIEDO

ted in peoples’ minds with a high quality
education: it is a holistic education, which
transmits values, as well as helps the
children to acquire knowledge. On the
other hand, the Marist Brothers have developed an expansive style of education
which has given the Marists in Greece a
great reputation. Then, there is always
the family spirit of Marist schools which
contributes to good relationships between
teachers, students and their parents.
You are a member of the Province
Mission Council. How do you reconcile unity across the Province with
the diversity of its countries, languages and cultures?
For the Province Mission Council,
diversity is not only a challenge but also
a richness. We focus on listening to
each other and respecting each other’s
pace. In any case, Marist values are our
common ground, and they also have a
universal quality.
7 I SEPTEMBER I 2022
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NORANDINA

PROVINCE HAS LAUNCHED A
FORMATION PROGRAMME FOR TEACHERS

T

his programme, intended for teachers in Marist
schools, is entitled “From La Valla to the Hermitage – Marist Education Pathways” and will run from
2023 to 2025.
The formation programme, to be led by the Brothers, is
made up of six strands, which can be summarised in the
following phrases:
From a personal experience
to a universal educational project
aimed at having an impact.
It is grounded in reality,
and draws on our Marist sources
to throw light on the future.
Each of these strands will be pursued over a period of six
months, with two workshops per year being presented in each
Marist educational institution of the Province.
From 19-23 August, the plan was presented to the Brothers of
the Province, meeting in Cali, and on 26 August to the schools
of Colombia, in Popayán.
Presentation of the Marist Education Pathways presented to the brothers
The Brothers of the Province of Norandina met in Cali, Colombia, to undertake different activities to get them on board with
the formation programme.
The meeting began with a day of training
led by Brother Jaume Pares Casellas, from
the Province of L’Hermitage. This focused
on Marist pedagogy, looking at the experience of Marcellin in the educational field.
In addition, the output of early General
Chapters and teaching methods based on
Champagnat’s pedagogy were studied in small groups.
Br. Carlos Alberto Rojas Carvajal, Director of the international
Secretariat for Education and Evangelisation, spoke about the
Marist Global Schools Network, set up as a platform for school
communities to have the opportunity to interact globally and
conduct activities of interest to educators.
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Another important moment was the presentation of Br Leonardo Yepes Núñez, National Education Coordinator, on the
inspirational ideas that underpin our mission as educators.
These were based on the spirituality inherited from Father
Champagnat and the first Brothers. These ideas will form the
basis for the next workshops to be carried out together with the
teachers in Marist educational institutions.
Working on the formation programme with the schools
of Colombia
On the 26th August, the Champagnat School of Popayán,
Colombia, was the gathering point for the presentation of the
formation programme, ”From La Valla to the Hermitage”. All
the teachers in Marist schools of Colombia took part in this day,
some present in person and others online.
During the day, Brothers Leonardo Yepes Núñez and Geovanni
Velasco introduced the logo of the programme, as well as the phases in which
it will be developed over three years. As a
central point, Br. Jaume Pares, from the
Province of L’Hermitage, gave a conference on ”The Educational Legacy of Marcellin
Champagnat”.
Then, each school, working in small groups, reflected on how
things are going for them and what might strengthen their Marist aims. The conclusions were presented in a plenary session.
The meeting concluded with some words from Br Orlando Escobar, Provincial, who invited the educators to remember their
daily mission and commitment to the education of the children
and young people in their care.
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BRAZIL CENTRO-NORTE

PROVINCE PROMOTES FORMATION ON THE BIOGRAPHER
OF SAINT MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT

T

he Province of Brasil Centro-Norte is promoting
formation sessions which will cover the contents and intersections of the work of Brother
Jean-Baptiste Furet, biographer of Champagnat, with
new writings on Champagnat and Marist Spirituality.
The initiative is taking place on the occasion of the
150th anniversary of the death of the biographer
of Saint Marcellin. The first meeting took place on
August 22, and the next will be held on September
19 and October 24.
“Educator, formator and chronicler. The voice of
Champagnat after death”, is how Heloisa Afonso Almeida
defines Jean-Baptiste Furet’s profile. Heloisa, member of the
Patrimony and Spirituality Commission of the Province and
former director of the Marist Study Center (CEM), was one of
the presenters at the first meeting, together with Edigar Barraqui, Mission Advisor of the Colégio Marista Nossa Senhora
da Penha. She spoke about remarkable moments in Furet’s
trajectory and works. The works of Br. Furet are the fruit of
the habit he had of recording for future generations the life of
the Institute, something that Champagnat himself asked him
to do. Brother Jean-Baptiste was also a voracious reader,
especially on religious topics, which supported him in writing
more than 600 letters and 12 books. He was also Assistant
General to Brother François Rivat, who succeeded Cham-

pagnat. “He had a more spiritual than administrative profile,
he was joyful, available, easy to get along with, and rigorous
with his studies”, Heloisa points out. He died in 1872, at the
age of 65.
The course will continue, on September 19, with Brother
Rafael Ferreira, currently a member of the international
community of Notre-Dame de L’Hermitage, who will speak on
the resonance of the Furet’s works, and on October 24, with
Brother Paulo Soares, director of the Marist College of Our
Lady of Nazareth, on the actuality of Jean-Baptiste.
Published 16 years after Champagnat’s death in 1840, the
Life of Saint Marcellin Joseph Benedict Champagnat, the first
biography of the Marist founder, is one of Jean-Baptiste’s
best-known works.
7 I SEPTEMBER I 2022
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GENERAL HOUSE

MEETING OF MASTERS AND FORMATORS OF NOVICES

O

n September 1, the Brothers Today Secretariat organized
an online meeting of Masters and Formators of Novices.
8 out of 9 novitiates existing today in the Institute were
represented.
The purpose of the meeting was primarily to once again be
connected with one another, give updates about their respective novitiates and pray and reflect together on relevant themes.
After the welcoming, each novice master or team was asked
to say something about their novitiate, complemented with
pictures in some cases, and then say a Hail Mary for a related
intention.

2. aspects that present challenges, gaps or weaknesses in
living and advancing in the Novitiate experience.
3. Ways to overcome these gaps or needs
Participants
The novice masters who attended the meeting were: Joseph
Walton (Tamontaka, Philippines), Antonio Cavazos (Jeremie,
Haiti), Sylvain Yao (Kumasi, Ghana), Rubens Falcheto (Cochabamba, Bolivia), Francisco Garcia (Tudella, Sri Lanka), Fabien
Bulaimu (Save, Rwanda) and Alejandro Herrera (Medellín,
Colombia).

The sharing that followed, first in small groups, then in the
plenary dealt with the following:

The following formators also participated: Simeon Banda (Mtendere, Malawi), Jesus Hernández (Medellín, Colombia), Geovanni
Velasco (Medellín, Colombia), Louis De Gonzangue Karambizi
(Save, Rwanda), Devasiri Fernando (Tamontaka, Philippines).

1. aspects that are valued positively in the formandees who
arrive at the novitiate as a result of the previous preparation.

Meanwhile, Br. Teofilo Minga provided the simultaneous translation.

Institute of the Marist Brothers General House
Piazzale Marcellino Champagnat, 2 - Rome, Italy - comunica@fms.it
Website			
http://www.champagnat.org
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/champagnatorg
Facebook		 https://www.facebook.com/fmschampagnat
Twitter			
https://twitter.com/fms_champagnat
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